TITANIUM SHEET, BAR, AND PLATE

- Round Bar: Certified to standard 6-4 material AMS 4928. Stocking centerless ground bar (+/- 0.0005”) and precision ground bar (+/- 0.0002”) in sizes from 0.125”–3.000” for complex CNC/Swiss screw machine applications.

- Plate: Comprehensive stock list from multiple U.S. sources. Very tight tolerance on cut piece orders. Ships within 2-3 days. Cut-to-length blanks individually marked with up to 4 lines of information.

- Rectangular Bar: Stress-relieved stock provides consistent machinability and minimizes distortion. Parallel surfaces ready-to-fit your milling fixtures.

- Sheet: Multiple sizes stocked for thin gauge bone plates and maxillofacial applications.

SUPPLY CHAIN SOLUTIONS

- Same or next day shipment from stock; mill quantities to blanket orders
- FIRSTCUT+® Processing Services
- Comprehensive inventory management
- All material is melt-source traceable

FIRSTCUT+® PROCESSING SERVICES

- All material is domestically melted and produced by a leading global U.S. manufacturer and is universally accepted by all major medical OEMs
- Smaller mill minimums from 250# to 500#
- UPM has a wide range of cutting capabilities: saw cut, water jet, laser cut, shearing, precision blanks

TI-6AL-4V ELI APPLICATIONS

Maxillofacial, Dental, Spinal, Trauma, Orthopedic, Extremities